Introduction
============

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a degenerative motor neuron disease involving upper and lower motor neurons (LMN). The disease has a uniformly fatal outcome with median survival times of 2--4 years.[@b1] ALS can be a challenging disease to diagnose and provide prognostic information at an individual level given its heterogeneous clinical presentation and lack of definitive tests. Diagnosis of ALS is based on clinical history and examination, and relies on the detection of upper and LMN signs in multiple body segments.[@b2] These factors contribute to a nearly 1-year delay on average from the initial symptom onset to diagnosis with a delayed diagnosis of 4 months even after been seen by a neurologist.[@b3],[@b4] Furthermore, over 40% of ALS patients undergo incorrect medical treatment including surgical intervention.[@b5] Reliable biomarkers for ALS are needed both for diagnostic as well as prognostic purposes.[@b6],[@b7]

Electromyography (EMG) supplements the clinical evaluation of LMN pathology in ALS and can detect signs of LMN denervation in muscles that appear normal on physical examination.[@b8] Conventional neuroimaging techniques that evaluate structural changes lack the specificity and sensitivity to serve as an "EMG" surrogate of upper motor neuron (UMN) involvement for ALS and detect clinically occult UMN signs.[@b9]--[@b11] As a result, the main purpose of conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques is to rule out alternative diagnoses that may mimic ALS such as upper cervical cord lesions, which can produce both UMN and LMN neurological signs. Therefore, great interest exists in using advanced neuroimaging methods such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) to develop accurate diagnostic biomarkers for ALS. DTI allows for in vivo measurement and quantification of water movement, which has been demonstrated to be altered in ALS, providing evidence of damaged white matter tracts.[@b7] MRS allows for in vivo measurement of brain metabolites. Using MRS in ALS patients, *N*-acetylaspartate (NAA), a marker of neuronal integrity, has been shown to be decreased in the motor cortex (MC), and myo-inositol (mI), a marker of glial cells, has been shown to be increased in the MC.[@b12] A potential additional diagnostic biomarker is γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), the major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central nervous system. There is increasing evidence that reduced inhibitory function may play an important role in the pathogenesis of ALS.[@b13] We have recently published two MRS studies that used spectral editing techniques to demonstrate a decrease in GABA in ALS patients.[@b14],[@b15]

We are interested in systematically evaluating the potential of advanced imaging methods to serve as a biomarker in ALS. As an initial step, we have performed two meta-analysis studies indicating that DTI by itself currently lacks sufficient diagnostic discrimination to be implemented in the clinical setting.[@b16],[@b17] We concluded that additional diagnostic tests will have to be combined with DTI to develop a clinically relevant testing algorithm. As a next step in diagnostic test development, we have conducted a "Phase 2a" trial which combines MRS and DTI to compare ALS patients with well-established disease to healthy controls (HC) as a proof-of-concept.[@b18] The aim of this study is to explore the added diagnostic utility of MRS, including spectral editing techniques that enable quantification of GABA, to DTI in the setting of ALS.

Subjects/Materials and Methods
==============================

Twenty-nine right-handed ALS patients and 30 age- and gender-matched right-handed HCs were recruited. Our institutional review board approved all study protocols, and informed written consent was obtained from all of the participants. Subjects were excluded if they had a history of head injury, cerebrovascular disease, central nervous system infection, active substance abuse, or contraindication for MRI. ALS patients were classified by experienced ALS neurologists (B.C.C., E.L.F.) as definite (*n* = 4), probable (*n* = 15), or probable laboratory supported (*n* = 10) according to the revised El Escorial Criteria.[@b2] In addition, the ALS patients were examined (B.C.C., E.L.F.) for presence of muscle spasticity and pathologic reflexes in the different body segments. The Ashworth Spasticity Scale (range 0--8),[@b19] presence of pathological reflexes (range 0--24),[@b20],[@b21], and the Center for Neurologic Study -- Lability Scale for pseudobulbar affect (range 0--1)[@b22] were used to measure UMN disease involvement resulting in a range of 0--33 with a higher score reflecting greater disease burden. The MRI study was performed within 2 months of the neurological exam. Seven of the ALS patients had bulbar-onset disease and 22 patients had limb-onset disease. Fifteen of the ALS patients were on riluzole treatment for ALS and 14 of the ALS patients were riluzole treatment-naïve. Participant characteristics are summarized in Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Participant characteristics.

                                               Controls              ALS
  -------------------------------------------- --------------------- ----------------------
  No.                                          30                    29
  Age, year, mean ± SD (range)                 59.3 ± 9.9 (29--79)   59.5 ± 10.2 (32--78)
  Male:female                                  20:10                 17:12
  Disease duration, month, mean ± SD (range)   NA                    28.6 ± 14.5 (4--64)
  UMN Score, mean ± SD (range)                 NA                    15.6 ± 7.0 (1--27)
  ALSFRS-R Score, mean ± SD (range)            NA                    34.1 ± 8.2 (18--47)

ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; ALSFRS-R, revised Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale, UMN, upper motor neuron.

Diffusion tensor imaging
------------------------

Nineteen subjects (10 ALS, 9 HCs) were imaged on a Philips Achieva 3T system (Best, Netherlands) using an 8-channel receive head coil. Forty subjects (19 ALS, 21 HCs) were imaged on a Philips Ingenia 3T system (Best, Netherlands) using a 15-channel receive head coil. Whole brain diffusion-weighted imaging was obtained using a multiple shot spin-echo technique (repetition time/echo time = 7075/62 msec, field of view 112 mm, 2-mm isotropic resolution, b values = 0, 800 sec/mm^2^, 15 isotropically distributed gradients). ExploreDTI v4.8.2 (Utrecht, the Netherlands) was used to perform the data processing with incorporating a motion and eddy current correction algorithm. Seed regions of interest were placed in the posterior limb of the internal capsule and pons using detailed white matter atlases to generate the fiber tracks using standard deterministic stream.[@b23] The fractional anisotropy (FA) values for the right and left corticospinal tract were calculated and averaged. Figure[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} depicts the fiber tracking of the corticospinal tracts as well as the MRS voxel placement in the left MC and resulting spectra.

![Diffusion tractography and voxel placement with resulting magnetic resonance spectra. Images showing diffusion tractography of the corticospinal tract in the sagittal (A) and coronal projections (B). Voxel placement for magnetic resonance spectroscopy of the motor cortex region in the sagittal (C) and axial (D) projections (F). Representative magnetic resonance spectroscopy spectrum from the motor cortex of an ALS subject using PRESS (E) and MEGA-PRESS editing technique (F).](acn30001-0107-f1){#fig01}

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy
-------------------------------

The MRS results from this cohort have been previously published.[@b14],[@b15] T~1~-weighted 3D-MPRAGE images were used to specify the placement of a 3.0 × 3.0 × 2.0 cm voxel in the left MC manually centered on the hand knob in the axial projection and the hook in the sagittal projection under supervision of an experienced neuroradiologist (B.R.F.).[@b24] Single-voxel point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) and Mescher-Garwood point resolved spectroscopy (MEGA-PRESS) data acquisitions were performed.[@b25] PRESS spectra (TR/TE = 2000/35 msec) were acquired using "VAPOR" water suppression with 32 averages acquired. LCModel (version 6.1-4A; S. Provencher, Ph.D., Oakville, Ontario, Canada)[@b26] was used to analyze the PRESS data. In order to be used in the analysis, the Cramér-Rao lower bounds as generated in LCModel for the metabolites needed to be less than 20%. MEGA-PRESS spectra were acquired using TE = 68 msec (TE~1~ = 15 msec, TE~2~ = 53 msec); TR = 1.8 sec; 256 averages; frequency selective editing pulses (14 msec) applied at 1.9 ppm (ON) and 7.46 ppm (OFF). Gaussian curve fits were generated of the GABA and inverted NAA peaks using in-house post processing software in Matlab 2012a (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and the GABA levels were calculated relative to the NAA signal in the edited spectra.[@b27] The NAA concentration generated from the LCModel analysis of the short-TE PRESS spectrum was then multiplied by the GABA/NAA ratio to provide an estimate of GABA concentration. SPM5 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, England) was used to segment the voxels into gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid percentages. Imaging analyses for both DTI and MRS measures were performed with the disease status of the subject blinded.

Statistical analyses
--------------------

Stata v.11 (StataCorp, College Station, TX) was used for the statistical analysis. Using scanner type (Achieva or Ingenia) as a covariate, logistic regression analyses were performed between disease status and individual FA and metabolite values. Distribution of the data was evaluated using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Differences in FA and brain metabolite values were determined using two-tailed independent sample *t*-test between ALS patients and HCs. A post hoc analysis was performed comparing gray matter and white matter percentages after normalizing to cerebrospinal fluid percentage between ALS patients and HCs using an independent sample *t*-test. Associations between the MRI measures (MRS and DTI) and clinical status (revised Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale \[ALSFRS-R\], disease duration, average UMN score and contralateral UMN score) were performed using Pearson correlations. The generalized linear model command in Stata, incroc, was used to generate and compare the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and the area under the ROC curves (AUC) for the different models using leave-one-out cross-validation analysis and bootstrapping. The two models were (1) DTI FA alone (Model 1), and (2) DTI FA + MRS NAA + MRS mI + MRS GABA (Model 2). Scanner type was also included as a categorical variable in each model. The optimal cut point to generate the sensitivity and specificity was determined using the Youden index, which places equal weight to sensitivity and specificity measures.

Results
=======

Group level imaging measures
----------------------------

DTI FA data and conventional MRS data were obtained from all subjects. For the MEGA-PRESS acquisition, GABA spectra in the MC of two ALS patients and one HC had inadequate signal-to-noise ratio. There were no significant effects of MRI scanner type for the MRS or DTI FA values (*Z *\>* *0.05 for all). There were no significant differences between gray matter and white matter percentages between the ALS patients and HCs (*P *\>* *0.05). The data for the MRS and DTI FA were normally distributed (*P *\>* *0.05 for all).

FA levels were lower in ALS patients (mean ± SD 0.534 ± 0.028) compared to HCs (0.569 ± 0.022; *P *\<* *0.001). NAA levels in the left MC were lower in ALS patients (7.70 ± 0.83 IU) compared to HCs (8.20 ± 0.49 IU; *P *=* *0.008). Myo-inositol levels in the left MC were higher in ALS patients (3.71 ± 0.67 IU) compared to HCs (3.14 ± 0.43 IU; *P *\<* *0.001). GABA levels in the MC were lower in ALS patients (1.45 ± 0.30 IU) compared to HCs (1.72 ± 0.34 IU; *P *=* *0.002). Results are presented in Figure[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}.

![Decreased fractional anisotropy (FA), decreased N-acetylaspartate (NAA), increased myo-inositol (mI), and decreased γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) levels in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients. Circles represent respective values of FA in the corticospinal tract (A), NAA in the left motor cortex (B), mI in the left motor cortex (C), and GABA levels in the left motor cortex (D) for individual ALS patients and healthy controls (HC). Horizontal bars indicate the mean. IU, institutional units.](acn30001-0107-f2){#fig02}

Riluzole treatment subanalyses showed that there were significantly higher NAA levels and FA levels in riluzole-naïve patients with ALS compared to riluzole-treated patients with ALS (*P *=* *0.007 and *P *=* *0.03, respectively). There were no significant differences in mI levels or GABA levels between the riluzole-naïve patients with ALS and riluzole-treated patients with ALS. There were significant correlations between the MC GABA and disease duration (*r* = −0.39, *P *=* *0.05), MC NAA and ALSFRS-R score (*r* = 0.39, *P *\<* *0.05), DTI FA and ALSFRS-R score (*r* = 0.46, *P *\<* *0.05).

ROC and AUC
-----------

Figure[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} shows the ROC curve for DTI FA (Model 1) and DTI FA + MRS NAA + MRS mI + MRS GABA (Model 2). The AUC for Model 1 was 0.81 (95% CI: 0.70--0.93) and the AUC for Model 2 was significantly higher with a value of 0.93 (95% CI: 0.87--0.99; *P *=* *0.05). Scanner type was not a significant covariate in Model 1 (*P *\>* *0.05) or Model 2 (*P *\>* *0.05).

![Significant increase in diagnostic accuracy combining magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) measures. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves comparing DTI diagnostic test accuracy model to combined DTI and MRS model. Solid ROC curve represents the model using DTI fractional anisotropy values. Dashed ROC curve represents the model using DTI fractional anisotropy, MRS N-acetylaspartate, MRS myo-inositol, and MRS γ-aminobutyric acid values combined.](acn30001-0107-f3){#fig03}

Sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values
-----------------------------------------------

Sensitivity and specificity of Model 1 were 0.86 and 0.70, respectively. Sensitivity and specificity of Model 2 were 0.93 and 0.85, respectively. For Model 1, the positive likelihood ratio was 2.87 and the negative likelihood ratio was 0.20. For Model 2, the positive likelihood ratio was 6.20 and the negative likelihood ratio was 0.08. Using Bayesian methods, the posttest probabilities of disease after negative and positive test results using different disease pretest probabilities for the two models are presented in Figure[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}.

![Posttest probabilities using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) only and diffusion tensor imaging combined with magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS). Posttest probabilities for imaging results for each of the two models using hypothetical populations with different pretest disease probabilities. Model 1 used the DTI fractional anisotropy values only. Model 2 uses the DTI fractional anisotropy combined with MRS N-acetylaspartate, MRS myo-inositol and MRS γ-aminobutyric acid values.](acn30001-0107-f4){#fig04}

Discussion
==========

By combining MRS measures with DTI FA values, we demonstrate a statistically significant improvement in the diagnostic accuracy in distinguishing between ALS patients with well-established disease and HCs, with a relatively high AUC value of 0.93. Furthermore, the combination of MRS and DTI measures results in improved positive and negative likelihood ratios. These findings support addition of relevant metabolite concentrations from MRS to FA values derived from DTI, so that together these MRI-generated parameters can provide a potentially useful noninvasive biomarker for ALS.

The posttest probability graph helps to place our results in clinical context (Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). For an individual with an ALS pretest probability of 0.50, the posttest probability of ALS is 0.74 using the DTI FA measure only and 0.86 when combining DTI and MRS measures with a positive test result. Using the same pretest probability of 0.50, the posttest probability of ALS is 0.17 using the DTI FA measure only and 0.08 when combining DTI and MRS measures with a negative test result. We chose to use the Youden index rather than the point on the ROC curve closest to (0, 1), as the Youden index has been shown to maximize the overall correct classification rate.[@b28] It is important to mention that leave-one-out cross-validation statistical analysis was implemented to avoid overfitting of the model and subsequent overestimation of diagnostic accuracy.

A large number of DTI and MRS studies have been performed that have investigated differences in DTI measures and brain metabolites in the setting of ALS including a number of studies that have included both DTI and MRS acquisitions.[@b29]--[@b33] Although a few of these studies have evaluated the potential diagnostic utility of either DTI or MRS,[@b32],[@b33] the combination of these two advanced neuroimaging techniques for diagnostic accuracy has not been investigated. There have been recent ALS publications that have combined DTI with other advanced MR techniques including resting state fMRI[@b34] and voxel-based morphometry measures[@b35] with encouraging disease discrimination results. Combining multiple MRI methods to improve disease classification has also been applied in other neurodegenerative diseases. For example, a multivariate analysis approach has been applied to Alzheimer\'s disease using a combination of MRS and MRI volumetric metrics to increase diagnostic accuracy and resulted in a sensitivity of 0.97 and a specificity of 0.94.[@b36]

We focused our MRS measures to include NAA, a measure of neuronal integrity, mI, a glial cell marker, and GABA, the major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central nervous system, based on the significant differences between ALS patients and HCs. Our findings of decreased NAA and increased mI are in accord with other published studies.[@b37]--[@b40] Our findings of reduced GABA levels in the MC are supported by other indirect evidence of decreased cortical inhibition in ALS, including an ALS animal model, as well as human histochemical, positron emission tomography, and transcranial magnetic stimulation studies.[@b41]--[@b44] For the DTI measures, we chose to focus on FA as this is the most commonly altered DTI measure in the ALS literature.[@b16]

This study constitutes a critical early step in the development and evaluation of diagnostic testing, in this case a multimodal MRI approach for the evaluation of ALS patients. In this study, we are establishing the performance of our testing algorithm to differentiate between patients with well-established disease compared to HC subjects. The effectiveness of the diagnostic testing algorithm among these cohorts lays the groundwork for the subsequent phases of diagnostic test development and validation which include incorporating diseased subjects with varying severity of disease (Phase 2b) as well as subjects who are only suspected of having the disease (Phase 2c).[@b18],[@b45]

As in most ALS imaging studies, our cohort predominately consisted of patients with later stage disease, which could accentuate effect sizes of the DTI and MRS alterations, specifically the observed changes in mI.[@b46] Nevertheless, this approach is important in the proof-of-concept stage. This study represents an early, but necessary, evaluation of a new diagnostic algorithm according to the standard methodology of technology assessment over its lifespan. This imaging study uses one of the larger cohorts of ALS patients reported to date. However, future diagnostic evaluation studies using multimodal MRI will benefit from including ALS patients with earlier disease stages as well as a wider spectrum of disease, to decrease spectrum bias. Longitudinal studies in patients with suspected ALS, based on clinical and functional markers, using the proposed imaging algorithm will need to be conducted to determine the sensitivity of the algorithm to changes in clinical and functional status and to assess rate of disease conversion to definite ALS. If information from these more extensive studies suggests a correlation between imaging measures and disease severity, the potential of multimodal MR imaging as a prognostic marker can be also evaluated in a longitudinal setting.

Limitations of this study include the potential contributions from macromolecules with similar coupling properties to the GABA signal at 3 ppm. Due to time considerations, this study only implemented 15-direction DTI acquisition that has been shown to add variability to the FA results compared to 20 or more direction DTI acquisitions.[@b47] A longitudinal trial enrolling ALS patients prior to initiation of therapy is required to assess the effect of riluzole treatment on the measured MRI metrics. We also did not include subjects with diseases that can mimic ALS, such as multifocal motor neuropathy, which would be helpful in validating the specificity of the MRS and DTI metrics.

In conclusion, adding MRS measures to DTI FA measures leads to significantly increased diagnostic accuracy in distinguishing ALS patients with well-established disease from HCs. This corresponds to a successful Phase 2a trial in the established algorithm of diagnostic test development. As such, this provides the foundation for Phase 2b and 2c trials, that is, assessing whether the combined MRS-DTI measures are related to severity of disease and evaluating test accuracy performance in subjects with suspected disease. Additional research efforts and multicenter diagnostic trial evaluations are needed to optimize imaging protocols, validate diagnostic accuracy across a clinically representative disease spectrum, and to understand whether these techniques can discriminate between ALS and diseases that mimic ALS.
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